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 Excerpt from Queens of the Renaissance

There are no other people who see with the same kind of version. It is for this reason that, though
twenty lives of the six women chosen for this book had been written previously, there would still, it

seems to me, be room for a twenty-first. For though the facts might remain identical, there is no
possible reiteration of another minds exact outlook. Hence I have not scrupled to add these six

character studies to the many volumes similar in scope and subject.

The book is called "Queens of the Renaissance," but Catherine of Siena lived before the Renaissance
surged into being, and Anne of Brittany, though her two husbands brought its spirit into France, had

not herself a hint of its lovely, penetrating eagerness. They are included because they help,
nevertheless, to create continuity and coherence of impression, and the six leading, as they do

naturally, one to the other, convey, in the mass, some co-ordinated notion of the Renaissance spirit.

About the Publisher

Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com

This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing

imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a
blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority

of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works.
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